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Fig 1. Favorite sport teams declared by Yahoo Sports users: Fans of Chicago-based teams also follow their other home teams.

ABSTRACT
Sports fans can “favorite” teams on Yahoo Sports mobile app.
Utilizing these data from the app users, we investigate the
intersection of sports fans between any two teams among four
American professional leagues. To visualize the shared fans
across different sports and home cities, we designed two views of
visualization: Network view with force-directed graph layout, and
Continent view with unique visual encoding. We devised a core
functionality that enables viewers to filter teams depending on the
numbers of shared fans. This work is a visual analytic tool that
helps understanding not only the customers’ behavior for business
decision but also an important part of American culture.
Keywords: Sports Analytics, Force-directed Graph
Index Terms: H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]:
User Interfaces
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INTRODUCTION

Do San Francisco Giants fans also like the 49ers? Do Golden
State Worriers fans also want to know how the Cleveland
Cavaliers are doing? These are simple questions that people may
ask because professional sports league fans are often interested in
more than one team. In fact, this is what we discover in Yahoo
Sport’s data; many users have more than one favorite team.
Starting with this discovery, we further investigated the favorite
sports team data and designed a visualization system that shows
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what it looks like when sports teams share fans. Our system helps
to answer the questions above; the earlier is about the intersection
of fans between teams based on geographic location and the latter
is about inter-team rivalry. This work is considered a tool for
sports analytics [2] and developed with D3 library [1].
We focus on four American professional leagues—football
(NFL), baseball (MBL), basketball (NBA), and hockey leagues
(NHL)—and their total 122 teams. To acquire datasets for
visualization, we processed 6.7+ million users’ 27+ million data
points of favourite teams. Finally, we obtained 7300+ sets, each of
which has information of a pair of teams and the number of their
shared fans (e.g., 33,360 fans of both the New York Yankees &
the Baltimore Orioles). We added information of the home urban
area of each team, and the latitude and longitude of those cities.
As we generalize the structure of our datasets, the goal of our
visualization design is to support the investigation of a common
value (number of shared fans) between two entities (sports teams)
among many from different categories (league and home city).
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VISUALIZATION DESIGN

We designed two views: 1) Network view with forced-direct
graph techniques [Fig. 2] and 2) Continent view including home
city and location information [Fig. 1]. For both views, we used the
same color schemes to differentiate leagues of each team.
In the Network view, a sport team is represented as a circle
(node). The area of circle is proportional to its number of fans.
The line (edge) between two circles represents the relationship of
the two connected teams; the more fans they share, the thicker the
line is. Our initial implementation included all links no matter
how big the shared fan-base is, which did not deliver clear
insights. Thus, we introduced threshold; the network graph is

Fig 2. Network view with threshold of 30K (left) and 100K (right)

regenerated with a subset of data that includes only the pairs of
teams above the selected threshold. As we increase the threshold,
we start to see generally unpopular teams disappear and the more
clusters of fewer teams are formed [Fig 2]. Forced-directed graph
is useful to show the relationship of entities with one categorical
data, leagues with colors. However we were not able to encode
other aspects of data such as home cities or locations information,
which is an important factor for sports business.
To compensate the limit of the Network view, we additionally
designed the Continent view [Fig 1], a customized visualization
adopting bubble charts over table-like layout and sorting options.
The x-axis (columns in table) contains forty-eight cities; rows are
largely divided into four leagues. Because multiple teams of one
league can be based in the same city, the row of the league is
further divided. Similar to the Network view, circles in translucent
grey represent teams.
In the Continent view, mouse interaction triggers to show the
intersections of fans; when a user hovers his mouse over a circle,
colored dots over all teams expand to the size of shared fans count
against the grey circles showing the total number of fans. Teams
with over the threshold (i.e., filtered by the minimum number of
shared fans) are highlighted with a dark grey border. At last, the
columns (x-axis) are sortable. The default option is latitude (west
to east), because home cities are spread out across the continent.
In this way they are aligned as if they are on a map. Other options
include alphabetic order of home city names and latitude (north to
south).
On both views, users can investigate details of teams either by
clicking circles or selecting from the top drop-down menu. When
a team is selected, its corresponding visual element is highlighted.
Next to the visualization, we show detailed information of the
selected teams. Users can see the fan count and the rankings in
popularity. We also list teams that share fans in descending order,
highlighting teams in the same category—same cities in outlining
team names, and same sport with the league color [Fig 3].
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INSIGHTS AND DISCUSSION

First of all, we can discover the general popularity of sports
teams in our visualizations, especially in the Continent view. We
can see football is the most popular in America, whereas hockey
is the least; the top football team, the Dallas Cowboys has more
than 800 thousand fans in contrast to hockey teams with around
30-50 thousand fans. The difference in the number across baseball
teams is greater; we can easily determine the Yankees and the Red
Sox are two dominant teams.
One immediate finding about the nature of shared fans is that
people are interested in their city’s teams regardless of the kind of
sports. For example, there are six home teams in San Francisco
Bay Area and every team’s top five shared teams are those based

Fig 3. Details of teams: number of fans, ranking in popularity, and
the teams that its fans also follow

in the same area; more than 60% of Giants followers (MLB) also
“favorited” 49ers (NFL).
While most teams share their fans with other local teams, we
find two teams—the New York Yankees and the Los Angeles
Lakers—display quite distinguished patterns. They are the most
popular teams in baseball and basketball leagues respectively.
Thus we can suspect that they have fans from around the world;
some fans may not be tied to the other teams sharing home city.
We find only 17% of Yankees fans follow the other New York
baseball team, the Mets.
We also looked into historical rivalries. More than 20% of the
Yankees and the Red Sox fans follow each other [Fig 3]. We
cannot entirely assume that a Yahoo Sports user selects a
“favorite” team because she actually loves the team. However, we
can certainly say they are interested in knowing how their rivals
are doing.
To support data-driven research and fact-pacing development,
we generated datasets with simple SQL code running on the
property’s database, cleaned them with few scripts, then we
developed visualizations in a very quick fashion. Due to its rapid
implementation, our dataset is rather simple. Further analysis and
visualization with other available demographic and location data
would enable us to learn deeper insights.
The design techniques of our visualization system can be
applied to other data with similar nature. One area that can benefit
would be finance; people are often interested in multiple stocks.
Another domain would be entertainment such as analyzing
people’s favourite TV shows or celebrities. Visualizations we
designed can uncover the loyalty and fluidity of fan-base and the
culture of the domain in a larger sense. Insights found with this
visual analytic tool can lead to the further research for
recommendation and targeted advertisement. As an exploratory
tool in the context of the big data industry, our system is a good
example to exploit information visualization at an early phase of
insight discovery for further business decisions.
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